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Sunday, February 16, 2014 167aReflection Fluorescence Microscopy system measured an Mtw1p-Nuf2p fluo-
rescence colocalization of 345 2.2%.We performed a similar experiment, im-
mobilizing the kinetochores onto microtubules. We measured a colocalization
on microtubules of 8156.4% indicating that Nuf2p remained bound to the
kinetochore upon kinetochore-microtubule attachment in vitro, as expected.
We repeated this experiment for kinetochores with fluorescently labeled
Mtw1p and Bub1p, a SAC component. We measured a 12 5 3.4% Mtw1p-
Bub1p colocalization when the particles were immobilized onto a coverslip
and 50 5 1.9% on microtubules. These experiments indicate that
kinetochore-microtubule attachment in yeast may not be sufficient to release
Bub1p. Current efforts are focused on Mad1p, a checkpoint protein that is
believed to be released from kinetochores upon microtubule attachment in vivo.
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Centrosomes are vital mechanical hubs in cells. They nucleate microtubules
and sustain load-bearing attachments to these microtubules during assembly
of the mitotic spindle, segregation of chromosomes, and positioning of the nu-
cleus. During these processes microtubule-centrosome attachments sustain
considerable forces, and the number of attachments is regulated in correlation
with the forces they sustain. However, their mechanical strength has never been
directly measured, and the possibility that mechanical force may regulate their
function has not been explored. To uncover how centrosomes sustain and regu-
late microtubule attachments, we purified centrosomes from budding yeast and
used single-molecule laser trapping to manipulate single microtubules attached
to centrosomes in vitro. Yeast centrosomes are ideal for biophysical studies,
since their composition and structure are known more completely than in any
other organism. Single-molecule laser trapping experiments, in which the force
on individual microtubule-centrosome attachments was increased at a rate of 5
pN/s, revealed that individual centrosome-microtubule attachments sustain ten-
sile loads of approximately 40 pN. This force is four times greater than the
forces thought to be generated at a single kinetochore-microtubule attachment
during mitosis. This result implies that a single microtubule-centrosome attach-
ment is sufficient to support the segregation of an individual chromosome in
yeast. We also found that mutations in the Spc110 protein, which is involved
in binding microtubules to centrosomes, significantly (p ¼ 0.004) weakened
the strength of microtubule attachments compared to wild-type centrosomes.
This reduced strength might explain why cells with this mutation are arrested
by the Mad1 spindle-assembly checkpoint of mitosis, which implies that the
mitotic spindle in these cells is unable to support enough tension to silence
kinetochore-generated "wait signals." Further studies aim to reveal how spe-
cific protein components, molecular interfaces, and phosphorylation sites are
involved in sustaining, sensing, and regulating the forces transmitted by
microtubules.
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A microtubule (MT) is a stiff nanotube that, normally, consists of 13 protofila-
ments. During polymerization, it generates pushing force against a light
obstacle and operationally resembles a nano-piston. Similarly a depolymerizing
MT operates as a nano-hook generating a pulling force. During mitosis in eu-
karyotic cells each of the two sister chromatids, that tightly embrace each other,
is bound to a separate proteinous structure called kinetochore (kt). One end of
the kinetochore fiber that, in general, consists of several MTs, attaches with a
single kt and exerts a poleward pull on it while the MTs depolymerize. Budding
yeast is special in the sense that each kt attaches to only a single MT. Two
oppositely oriented MTs pull the two kts attached to two sister chromatids
thereby pulling the two sisters away from each other in the anaphase. In one
of our earlier publications, we theoretically studied a simple in-vitro system
consisting of a single MT coupled to an isolated kt that is subjected to an
external tension. Although the theory could account for the observed catch-
bond-like behavior of the kt-MT attachment, the kinetics of the individual pro-
tofilaments were not treated explicitly. In this presentation we show the collec-
tive effects of polymerization and depolymerization of the individual
protofilaments of the MT. Extending the model even further we explore the col-
lective effects of multiple MTs in a kinetochore fiber attached to a single kt.
Our theory provides a deep insight into the effects of (a) structure, (b) ener-
getics, and (c) stochastic kinetics of the kt-MT coupling on the collective
force-velocity relation of these attachments.846-Pos Board B601
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Sister chromatids move toward opposite poles of the spindle during mitosis.
Strikingly however, they must instead co-migrate toward the same pole dur-
ing phase I of meiosis, the specialized cell division that produces sperm and
eggs. Sister co-migration in budding yeast requires a meiosis I-specific pro-
tein complex called monopolin that possibly acts by mechanically fusing sis-
ter kinetochores (on the corresponding sister chromatids). Since sister
kinetochore fusion might bring together twice as many microtubule-binding
elements, we hypothesized that meiosis I kinetochores could form stronger
attachments to microtubules than mitotic or meiosis II kinetochores. To
test this idea we purified kinetochore particles from meiotic or mitotic
budding yeast, attached them to individual dynamic microtubules in vitro,
and then measured their rupture strength at the single particle level using a
computer-controlled laser trap operating in force-ramp mode. Consistent
with the fusion model, meiosis I kinetochores ruptured at 13.09 5 0.47
pN (mean 5 s.e.m) on average, significantly higher than the strengths of
mitotic and meiosis II kinetochores, 9.61 5 0.56 pN and 9.30 5 0.73 pN,
respectively. Blocking DNA replication during pre-meiotic S-phase reduced
the high strength of meiosis I kinetochores, making them rupture at
mitotic-like levels, 9.31 5 1.22 pN, confirming that sister chromatid’s pres-
ence is essential. High strength of meiosis I kinetochores was also lost when
monopolin was disrupted and conversely, strength of mitotic kinetochores
upon ectopic expression of monopolin increased to 11.28 5 0.90 pN, an in-
termediate value suggesting a mix of fused sisters and individual, un-fused
kinetochores. Addition of recombinant monopolin to mitotic kinetochores
in vitro was also sufficient to increase their strength to meiosis I-like levels,
13.00 5 0.86 pN. Taken together, these data provide strong direct evidence
for a monopolin-dependent mechanical fusion of sister kinetochores during
meiosis I.
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The size and shape of cells can vary substantially throughout development,
influencing the assembly and function of their internal structures in ways
that remain largely unknown. For example, rapid and reductive cell divisions
during embryogenesis require that the size of the mitotic spindle scale with
cell size to assure accurate chromosome segregation during each division.
Although this parallel scaling of spindle size with cell size is known to occur
in developing embryos of Xenopus laevis and other organisms, the mechanism
by which it is achieved - whether through a developmental program or through
direct sensitivity to cell size - remains unknown. To test these models of spin-
dle size regulation, we developed a system to encapsulate cytoplasm from
Xenopus eggs and embryos inside cell-like compartments of defined sizes.
We find that spindle size decreases with decreasing compartment size, consis-
tent with spindle scaling measured in vivo during early embryogenesis, and
that this scaling trend depends on compartment volume rather than shape.
This intrinsic sensitivity to compartment volume suggests that limitations in
cytoplasmic components during the assembly process may lead to the forma-
tion of smaller spindles. To understand this observation quantitatively, we
developed a mathematical model to describe how spindle size becomes
coupled to cell volume through a cytoplasmic pool of molecules involved in
spindle assembly. Combining this model with immunofluorescence imaging
of Xenopus embryos at different developmental stages, we have identified
tubulin - the major structural subunit of the mitotic spindle - as one molecule
that either directly or indirectly constrains spindle size as compartment volume
is reduced. This encapsulation-based experimental approach and quantitative
model provide insight into how cellular structures manage to function robustly
despite the substantial variations in cell size that occur in many biological
contexts.
